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Plant Identification Trail at David E. Alper Nature Preserve                                                 8/31/2017 
 
An experimental interactive Quick Response (QR)-coded educational Pine Barrens Plant ID Trail is fully 
operational in the recently dedicated David E. Alper Nature Preserve.  
 
Harvard University’s Arnold Arboretum curatorial assistant Irina Kadis and entomologist Alexey Zinovjev 
collaborated with HPWA volunteers. They updated a list of 145 tree, shrub, and herb species present in 
the preserve <http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/alper_plantlist.html>, of which 123 species are native. 
30 of the key species along the 1/3-mile central preserve road are now tagged with QR-coded home-
printed and laminated name labels. Each label can be scanned with any of several free Android or Apple 
mobile phone or tablet apps to access online text descriptions and photos for the named species. All 
labeled species locations are shown on an interactive “GPS Visualizer” map, also accessible by mobile 
device.  
 
Plant ID Trail Directions: 

     
 
 

http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/alper_plantlist.html
http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/alper_plantlist.html
http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/docs/
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Trail entrance in David E. Alper Nature Preserve                Walking sticks and wizard wands are available 
 
Online Interactive Labeled Plant Locator Map: 

 
View interactive map online at: <http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/maps/tagged.html> 

http://salicicola.com/mobile/alper/maps/tagged.html
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Alper Plant ID Trail Resources available in the field via QR codes (Scan and save in your app 
“history” or “favorites” for quick reference along the trail.) 
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The trail provides education and passive recreation in a globally rare Pine Barrens ecosystem 
for residents, and is potentially a regional and international eco-tourism attraction. The trail 
may also provide a model for replication in several other Town open spaces already similarly 
inventoried by Kadis and Zinovjev. 
 
                                                        Samples of plant labels in place 

         
          Laminated owl tags with common names only are provided for quick spotting by kids  

 
Although the home-printed and laminated labels may be temporary and considered 
experimental, there has been no vandalism, or loss to weather (including a 3” rain) or to wildlife 
in the first 40 days of marking and testing.  
 
HPWA bench for placement in the Alper Preserve - Constructed using Wildlands Trust plans 
and pressure treated, ground contact rated 2x4's. HPWA also has a wood duck nest box to 
donate and place.  

 


